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Yes, indeed, we do. MSL Steriwear specialises in packaging people
for improved yields , higher profits and greater compliance in controlled
environments.

Our core business has been, and continues to be, contamination
control clothing made from proprietary non-linting, non-static
fabrics. Over the past two decades we have earned the trust of the
most quality conscious Users in India, and have emerged as the
vendor of choice for semiconductors, where gowning norms are
stringent.

Now, with current strict GMP norms, and growing frequency of
Inspections from Regulated Markets, pharma Users too are finding
us the most cost-effective option.  What is even more encouraging
is that no visiting Inspector has made garments an “issue” wherever
the User has opted for MSL Steriwear! In fact, some have even
reacted with appreciative remarks.

Disposable garments are not designed for re-use, and recycling them
amounts to GMP violation. Discarding them after every use proves
expensive in the long term. MSL Steriwear range is robust and
withstands sufficient wash and autoclave cycles without serious
deleterious effect, making it eminently affordable. No surprise then
that we are the cleanroom clothiers of choice through the breadth
and width of our country for quality driven Users.

If you are not already using MSL Steriwear, we recommend you
try us. You will be glad you did. With us you stay covered!

Think compliance. Think...
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We cover you

Over three decades of successfully packaging
people for productivity and profits
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MSL Steriwear  510C, NCL Godavari, Pipeline Road,Petbasheerabad 500067

Phone: 09391015460  Fax: 040-40258646  eMail:  msl@steriwear.com  Website:  http://www.steriwear.com

Download, print and display posters for proper
gowning and comportment from our website:
http://www.steriwear.com/pdf/poster.pdf.
To know more about good gowning sequence:
http://www.steriwear.com/sequence.htm
and for information about washing and care of
cleanroom garments :  http://www.steriwear.com/
wash.htm



Why gowning is so important?

Research studies confirm that 80% of all types of
contamination, and almost 100% of microbial
contamination in well-designed and properly maintained
processing areas is traceable to people within. More
often than not, the cause is poor gowns and gowning.

Since gowning is intended to serve as a barrier between
the controlled microenvironment and the human
microenvironment, both fabric and tailoring merit careful
consideration. Any compromise could also compromise
your product and reputation. Cheap alternative fabrics,
or commissioning your local tailor are options that only
flatter to deceive. You live with a dangerously false
sense of security and complacency. Certainly your
product deserves better.

Buying the most appropriate garment is just the first
step towards contamination control and compliance.

Washing and care of garments in use is necessary to
derive the maximum benefit and protection it affords.
Contracting the laundering function to an outside agency
with no controls on the laundering process or laundering
environment not only negates the investment, but may
actually be jeopardising your product.

If you need any assistance with setting up and managing
your captive in-house laundry, do feel free to contact
our Office.

Why Steriwear?  The Fabric holds the key!

Way back in 1982 we set out in search of a cleanroom
grade fabric. Based on our URS, experts drew up
specifications and development work commenced with a
captive vendor.

It took us nearly two years to have the first useable fabric,
featuring polyfilament yarns. Over the next decade of
ongoing research, we developed two superior fabrics, one
made from an ester monofilament yarn, the other from
dual filaments, one an ester, and the other an amide.

After the first round of testing at various international
laboratories, the process has been tamed to a high level
control, vindicated by the repeatabilty of results of tests
conducted intermittently. (See tests on facing page).

Highlights

· Non-linting conductive* & non-static proprietary
fabrics

· Attractive styles
· Variety of pastel shades offered: white, light blue
· Comfort in wear
· Tailored to exceed prevailing cleanroom norms
· Over two decades in the business of packaging

people for protectivity, productivity and profits

Key Fabric Properties

Fabrics ExLint *MSD 106 / NS

Properties Non-linting conductive*/Non-static

Composition Dacron monofilament

Weight 100 gms/ 85 gms per sq m

Colours White, light blue

Durability 150 cycles of wash & autoclave
* for technical specifications of our static dissipative fabric see:
http://www.steriwear.com/fabric.htm

Environment air cleanliness class/level/grade

ISO 14644-1 ISO 5 - 8

US Fed Std 209E Class 100 - 100,000 (M 3.5 - 6.5)

EUGGMP 2007 A - D

WHO 2002 A - D

Schedule M 2001 A - D

Construction makes the difference

Care is taken throughout to avoid contaminant collection
points which are inaccessible while cleaning. To control
linting, each separate piece of garment is first singed
along its raw edges to prevent fraying, and then stitched
together with edges tucked in for concealment using a
double-seam. Continuous polymeric monofilament
thread used throughout garment. Inside construction
details are as carefully finished as those outside.

Coveralls & Coats
(excludes headwear, footwear, mask and gloves, which must

be ordered separately)

Code # Pattern Description Suffixes & Notes*

101 Bunny suit Nil
111 Innerwear (cotton) -1B= 1-piece with waistband

-1T = 1-piece with tie- strings
-2 = Two-piece design
-R = Round-neck
-S = Square-neck
-V = V-neck
-H = Half-sleeves
-F = Full-sleeves

121 Pyjama -G = Gents
-L = Ladies

201 Laboratory Coat with -C = Center open
chinese collar -R = Overlap to right

-L = Overlap to left
202 Doctors’ Coat with -T = Throat collar

open collar -S = Slits at side
-H = Half-sleeves
-F = Full-sleeves

203 Coat with overlapping -S = Square-neck
lapels -R = Round-neck

-C = With Collar
204 Wrap-around Smock -G = Gents

-L = Ladies
205 Kurta -G = Gents

-L = Ladies
206 Surgeons’ Gown Nil

Note: * Special suffix code only for Coats
To pattern code add:

-1 = Staff
-2 = Standard
-3 = Knee-length
-4 = Shin length
-5 = Ankle-length

(For more information see Sizing)

Optional features for Coveralls & Laboratory Coats

Option # Feature Description

001 zip in lieu of velcro (only for Code #101)
002 tich buttons in lieu of velcro
003 regular plastic buttons
005 elastic band at cuffs
010 pocket(s) - please specify number and

location(s)
011 cage, strap or loop(s) - please indicate size, and

location(s)
012 attached hood (only for Code #101)
021 screen print name/logo - please send bromide

and indicate size, colour and location

Caps, Hoods, Overshoes & Miscellany

Code # Pattern Description Suffixes & Notes

301 Skull cap -V = Velcro
-E = Elastic
-T = Tich Button

311 Bouffant cap - standard Nil
312 Bouffant cap - sectional Nil
314 Bouffant cap - globe Nil
321 Full hood - standard Nil
322 Full hood - slotted -1 = single slot

-2 = dual  slot
323 Full hood + pleated mask Nil
324 Full hood - detachable Nil

flap mask
325 Full hood - openable in front Nil
326 Full hood - attached flap mask Nil
401 Pleated face mask Nil
511 Overshoe - ankle-hold -P = PVC sole
521 Boots - knee length -P = PVC sole
701 PVC Apron Nil
801 Lint-free wipe 10"x10" -F = foam insert
901 Laundry/Autoclave Sachet -2 = with dual

compartments

MSL STERIWEAR sizing chart

Code Item Measurement S M L XL XXL

101 Bunny Length 145 150 155 157 160
suit In-seam 74 77 80 82 84

Bottom 38 40 42 44 46
Chest 106 112 120 125 128
Sleeve Ragline 72 75 78 80 82
Shoulder 43 46 50 52 54
Collar 45 47 49 51 52
Cuff dia 30 33 36 38 40

20X Coats Length (See Table below)
Chest 106 112 120 125 128
Sleeve regular 56 58 60 62 62
Armhole 47 50 53 55 57
Shoulder 43 46 50 52 54
Collar 45 47 49 51 52
Cuff dia 30 33 36 38 40

121 Pyjama Length 85 95 105 108 110
In-seam 74 77 80 82 84
Bottom 38 40 42 44 46

20X Coats: Overall length

Suffix Code name S M L XL XXL
Code cm cm cm cm cm

-1 Staff 72 75 78 82 85

-2 Standard 82 85 88 92 95

-3 Knee 92 95 100 105 105

-4 Shin 102 105 110 115 115

-5 Ankle 112 115 120 125 125

MSL Steriwear range of contamination control clothing generally conform to the recommendations of IEST-RP-CC-003.2 and other applicable standards While
fabrics are subjected to a battery of tests ranging from physical, chemical and microscopic tests like Weight per unit area (ASTM D3776-96), Thread count,
Twist count, Yarn size (Denier), Tear strength (FTMS 101C Methods 5034/5035), Durability (ASTM D-4157), to highly complex procedures, cleanroom fabrics
are principally concerned with the special tests listed here: Particle Arrestance (IEST-RP-CC-003.2); Particle Release (ASTM F51-68 (modified) or the
Helmke Drum Test); Air Permeability (FTMS 101C Method 5450; ASTM D737; BS 5636: 1990); Equivalent Pore Size (BS 3321: 1991; SAE-901); Moisture
Vapour Transmission (BS 3424 Part 34 Method 37:1992; ASTM E 96). For the Semicon Industry, where ESD is a serious hazard, additional tests include:
ESD Properties (IEST-RP-CC-022); Surface Resistivity (AATCC 76-1969); Charge Decay (BS 6524, 1984; FTMS 101C Method 4046);
Total volatiles & extractables (IEST-RP-CC-003.2).

Standards & Tests applicable to Contamination Control Fabrics and Apparel

Recommended Selection & Usage of Garments

Class ISO 4 5 6 7 8

Class M #M2.5 #M3.5 #M4.5 #M5.5 #M6.5

Class E 10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000

EUGGMP/
WHO/ - A B C D
Sch M

Items Innerwear Innerwear Coverall Lab Coat Lab Coat
Coverall Coverall Hood Pyjama Cap
Hood Hood Mask Cap
Mask Mask Boots Overshoes
Boots Boots Gloves
Gloves Gloves

Change Per entry Per entry Per entry Daily 2-3 times
per week

Cleanroom laundry


